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HOW TO TRAP AND SNARE A
COMPLETE MANUAL FOR THE
SPORTSMAN, GAME PRESERVER,
AND AMATEUR ON THE ART OF
TAKING ANIMALS AND BIRDS IN
TRAPS, SNARES AND NETS WITH
NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS BY
WILLIAM CARNEGIE (MOORMAN)
This manual is intended to provide as much
practical insight into the various modes of
trapping, snaring, and netting the animals
and birds of the British Isles as can be
furnished by writing. Whenever possible
and desirable, such insight is given of the
haunts and habitats of the creatures to be
caught as may prove useful to the amateur
or tyro, for whom it is more particularly
planned, than for the professional. Every
piece of work, device, trap, snare, or net
described has been performed, employed,
or made by the author, and it is hoped that
the experience gained during many years
may prove of advantage to others who may
be induced to follow the Art of the
Trapper, either for pastime or profit
William Carnegie, 1880. Originally
published at the turn of the century, this
extremely rare book has been reprinted in a
high-quality hardback edition by Read
Country Books. It is a complete and
detailed treatise on the art of trapping,
snaring and netting, written by a master of
the craft and extensively illustrated
throughout. Never before reprinted, this
unique work is packed with information
that is still of great practical value to the
sporting man today. 224 pages + 8 pages of
original adverts. CHAPTER I. - The Dorset
Trap and its Varieties CHAPTER II. Humane traps CHAPTER III. - Tools, etc.,
for Trapping CHAPTER IV. - How to set
the Dorset Trap CHAPTER V. - Round and
Small Steel Traps CHAPTER VI. - Rabbit
trapping CHAPTER VIII. - Rabbit
Trapping CHAPTER VIII. - Trapping
Ground Vermin CHAPTER IX. - Rats
CHAPTER X. - Rats (continued)
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CHAPTER XI. - Wild Cats CHAPTER
XII. - Poaching Dogs and Cats CHAPTER
XIII. - Trapping Foxes CHAPTER XIV. Trapping Hawks CHAPTER XV. Trapping Crows, Rooks, etc. CHAPTER
XVI. - Trapping Magpies and Jays
CHAPTER XVII. - Box, Cage and other
Traps CHAPTER XVIII. - The Snare and
its Varieties CHAPTER XIX. - The Use of
the Snare CHAPTER XX. - General
Trapping and Snaring CHAPTER XXI. Pitfalls CHAPTER XXII. - Springes and
Hingles CHAPTERS XXIII. - Nets and
their Employment CHAPTERS XXIV. Nets and their Employment (continued)
CHAPTER XXV. - Moles and how to
catch them CHAPTER XXVI. - Trapping
Fishery Pests Keywords: Snare Carnegie
Birds Insight Animals British Isles Tyro
Snares Piece Of Work Netting Pastime
Trapper Habitats Sportsman Turn Of The
Century
Trapping
Desirable
Traps
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Survival Video: How to Set a Baited Spring Pole Snare Trap - 2 min - Uploaded by MroutdoorandsurvivalHey guys
another tutorial on trap making, this will show you how to make the easiest spring Snare Trap - Versatile Hunting
Snares - Catch Anything - - 7 min - Uploaded by bushcraft basicsa quick DIY on how to make a snare-lock for 1
penny! use this set-up to snare almost any size none Survival Snare Traps Survival Life Buy How to Trap and
Snare: A Complete Manual for the Sportsman, Game Preserver and Amateur on the Art of Taking Animals and Birds in
Traps, Snare on how to make the worlds best and easiest animal snare step by step The number one reason people
fail at catching anything when they set a snare or a trap is that they really havent done their homework. Youve got to be
patient, The Snare Shop offers a unique online or in-store shopping experience for snares, lures, hunting, fishing and
archery supplies for those that love the outdoors. Survival Skills: Build The Ojibwa Bird Snare Outdoor Life To trap
an animal is to catch one without having to play an active role in the process An extremely easy to build, but relatively
effective trap is the T-snare trap. Snare Trap eBay Buy How To Trapping - Build Snares, Deadfalls, Homemade Traps
& More: Read 2 Kindle Store Reviews - . 4 Ways to Make a Snare Trap - wikiHow Traps also pose a safety risk to
humans as it is legal to set leg-hold, Conibear and snare traps 300 metres from a dwelling on public, private or Crown
lands. Easy Spring Snare Trap - YouTube Bend the pole down until the snare line touches the ground and mark the
spot. Drive the forked stake into the ground at that spot. This keeps the snare line more or less plumb, which is vital to
setting the trap. Tie your pencil toggle to the end of the trigger line, which is attached to your snare line. The Snare
Shop - Snares, Lures, Hunting, Fishing, Archery Snare traps are useful for more then just rabbits. They can be used to
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hunt a large number of animals and are often the reason people start hunting in the first The Snare Shop - trapping &
Snaring Books How to Make a Snare Trap. Next time you get lost camping, want to impress your friends, or get chosen
for the Hunger Games, knowing how to make a snare : How To Trapping - Build Snares, Deadfalls - 3 min Uploaded by GratzyTheGameHow to make the spring snare trap. Survival Snares - Large and Small Game Traps
Survivalists Guide to Survival traps and snares - Off Grid Survival Snares are anchored cable or wire nooses set to
catch wild animals A snare traps an animal around the neck or the body a snare Trapping - Wikipedia - 13 min Uploaded by Ultimate Survival TipsLearn to Make a Basic Snare Trap out of Paracord or Wire so that You can Stay
Alive in a Types of traps The Fur Bearers Disclaimer: Traps are presented for information purposes only, they are
SPRING SNARE: Game running through the snare disengages the trigger bar,and the 4 Ways to Make a Snare Trap wikiHow Find great deals on eBay for Snare Trap in Animal Traps. Shop with confidence. Animal Trap in Action YouTube One such skill that requires thoughtful practice is How to Build a Small Game Survival Snare. A primitive
make-shift snare can be used to trap How to make the spring snare trap - YouTube - 3 min - Uploaded by
MoreThenSurvivalWatch in HD This video is a tutorial on how to build a Baited Spring Snare. This trap is How to
Trap and Snare - A Complete Manual for the Sportsman Wilderness Survival: Food Procurement - Traps and
Snares The book is recently back in print, and its worth adding to your survival library, if only for the traps. This
bait-driven spring pole snare is my go-to The Snare Trap - Learn How to Make and Use a Snare Set Buy How to
Trap and Snare - A Complete Manual for the Sportsman, Game Preserver and Amateur on the Art of Taking Animals
and Birds in Traps, Snares and How to Build a Small Game Snare The Art of Manliness Snares And Traps - i4at
Knowing how to make traps and snares in the wild can greatly improve your chances of survival. A look at some of the
most common survival traps: How to make How to Make a Basic SNARE Trap with Paracord or Wire - Catch
Position the snare at head height and tie off the end to a tree, a stake in the ground, or a log that the animal can only drag
a short distance as the noose tightens. Make snares from cord, fishing line, or wire if available. This set a trigger that
snatches game into the air as it strains against the noose. how to make a locking cable-snare for trapping - YouTube
With snow on the ground in winter, setting traps for food can be trickier than usual. But a skilled trapper should have
plenty of options, including How to Trap and Snare: A Complete Manual for the Sportsman - 5 min - Uploaded by
DayUntoDayIn this video you will be learning how to make your very own Spring Snare Trap. a step by step How To
Make a Basic Snare Trap With Paracord or Wire Ultimate Describes how to procure food, store food, and cook
food in a survival situation. Also how to hunt for game with primitive methods, traps, and snares. Basic Modern Snare
Trap: 4 Steps - 8 min - Uploaded by wolff shieldthis is a very detail tut non how to make an animal snare very easy
best one ever. Primitive
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